My dear William,

Liverpool 7 Augt 1819

My last letter was of the 29 June acknowledging yours from 21 to 26 May, I desire in this some letters of introduction to the gentlemen whose names are appended herewith which I am sure you will receive with pleasure.

As to obtaining the information from the Custom House at 1st paragraph of my letter of 26 June return yourself in the day of keeping it from the Collectors in consequence of finding it out by other means than using them direct for it; do not ask them for it.

Matthew arrived on Thursday evening very well in health and I have great satisfaction from you and from yourself as others your expectations to return to me are great. I thank you very much; but not to you to assure you of entire dependence to your health, take care of that by all means with this letter, I think I may fairly look for the most favorable result in the object of your mission. The meantime is particularly so, but my son, your friends must give me encouragement to expect some success beyond the ordinary course of affairs, believing that at any time, you will be able to conciliate my opinion.

Don't have great pleasure in the opportunity. I say you to write of lottery which is added a new line of

I have before me your letter of the 28 June. The taste of our honorable friends was surprising so much beyond the ordinary average of that year. I am very much
nature ofuckness of his little exercising the good position of the ingenuity or the talent of the engineer, which occasioned a surprise, showing how that manufacturing man sometimes much under the influence of whom, with no apparent or
insensible manner to influence, there to race more than the vestigial cases. Particularly, I doubt not that certainly you liked to do the same wittig. Without adding, asked, 1855.

I hold that the team the care with green barbary. Then I say, that you may tell them, I will confirm, the name of Burns, who is here with the company. I was pleased
promising to the resolution. How gentleman specious whole scene action, but more probably. Consequences of the progress.

Your mother and I went to Bayton on the 3d, arrived on the 10th. kale — into benefit of the cut — again, and upon the expense thereof.

Matthew, his un and news to retorn, but very day in because of the country cause. Still surviving us. I was in
location, to a short residence capability of friends, keeping
self in my duty — we get that mind almost to be an
engagement in the get boon. Instead of that we gaining. However
I wish to have something there in all the eye of the am
office of it, short to the weight, altogether, all they along the
more &.

Last element of group with the city, I usually
are lately introduced by my exposure to Harcourt. The type
that I am inclined to realize in my career. Indeed, how your sport, & finding out the rest of it,
make such a repeat, or theme each, which to vary much already of figure to embank, there was on the
opportunity. Mr. Vanmam's detach of mine.

you sent your premises, the landwraite behind the post, telling me he had no place for them; if you help near
Calitdon's Mansion you can call before they

I am just returned from attending the funeral of a
young gentleman, son of Mr. Woodruffe of Virginia, he arrived
here only a few days ago.

Horton returned on Saturday, and is to return in the
course of a week. S. James, still at Whitworth, and is to
return time a few weeks longer, in order to your plan to
to a new engagement of place to the story game, which is hope
is to employ here to put his feet first with the other part
of his post as he realises; I have little hopes of yours,
but am willing to try.

Your affectionate father,
James Mooney

My dear

Beaucler of the fallen of now Orleans for new Becky

Horton

Dear Son,

Rich. Parkman your mother knows him well

Mr. Smolcy he is a part of what is called

Witney.

I am, &

No I thought you will see my behalf_emitting at Boston.

Mr. Mooney

Near a few Williams St.

Boston.
My dear William:

My last letter was of the 29th June acknowledging your's from 21 to 26 May. I inclose in this some letters of introduction to the gentlemen whose names are ( ), among which is one for Mr Dearborn.

As to obtaining the information from the Custom houses as the 4th paragraph of my letter of 26th June, rather put yourself in the way of drawing it from the Collectors in conversation or finding it out by other means than asking them direct for it; do not ask them for it.

Matthew arrived on Thursday evening very well indeed & I have great satisfaction and I have great satisfaction in the accounts I hear of your goings on, as well from yourself as others: your exertions to serve us are great & we thank you for them; but let not your zeal to serve us urge you to exertions dangerous to your health; take care of that by all means; with this bleping, I think I may fairly look for the most favorable result in the objects of your mission: the juncture is particularly so; but, my son, you must avoid encouraging our friends to expect from us anything beyond the sober line of commision ( ) observing to you that, if, at any time, we should be able to reciprocate, we certainly should have great pleasure in the opportunity; I refer you to W. & Lslte of today; to which is added a few lines of my own.

I have before me your letter of the 23 June. The tobo of our honorable friend was productive so much beyond the ordinary average of that years importation that I was rather apprehensive of his either over rating the good properties of the tobacco or the ( ) of the consignees, which occasioned my apprising him that manufacturers are sometimes much under the influence of whim, in some occasions have known to induce induce them to give more than the intrinsic value: I particularly well remember this used to be the case neither Mr Buenty's crops marked I L K. & perhaps that has been the case with Godwin Barbour. when you see him you may tell him I recall how Colo James Barbour who IO long represented the County of Culpepper previous to the revolution: this gentleman must either have been father but more probably, grandfather of the Godwin ( or ? )

Your mother and I went to Buxton on the 17th & returned on the 29th Ulto; both benefited by the out, saving and excepting the expences thereof.